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Leveraging the Impact of Culture and Climate: Deep, Significant, and Lasting 

Change in Classrooms and Schools 

By Steve Gruenert and Todd Whitaker 

_____________________ 

Study Guide 

This study guide is a companion to the book Leveraging the Impact of Culture and Climate: 

Deep, Significant, and Lasting Change in Classrooms and Schools by Steve Gruenert and Todd 

Whitaker. Leveraging the Impact of Culture and Climate provides a framework for 

understanding and assessing culture and climate at the school and classroom levels. 

This guide is arranged by chapter, enabling readers to either work their way through the entire 

book or focus on specific topics addressed in a particular chapter. It can be used by individuals, 

small groups, or an entire team to identify key points, raise questions for consideration, assess 

conditions in a particular school or district, and suggest steps that might be taken to promote a 

healthy school culture. 

We thank you for your interest in this book, and we hope this guide is a useful tool in your 

efforts to create a healthy culture in your school or district. 
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Chapter 1 

How to Define School Culture 

_____________________ 

 

1. In your own words, define school culture. How would you explain your school’s culture 

to a first-year teacher? 

 

2. What do the authors mean when they state, “A strong culture should not need promotion” 

(page 13)? Do you agree? Why or why not? 

 

3. What do cultures try to do? What do cultures not do? After completing figure 1.1 (page 

19), how would you describe your school culture? 

 

4. Why are collaborative school cultures the optimal school culture? 
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Chapter 2 

Differences Between Culture and Climate 

_____________________ 

 

1. Why can it be difficult to change school cultures? What are some specific routines and 

traditions embedded within your school culture? 

 

2. Consider the different scenarios in this chapter that distinguish the differences between 

climate and culture. How would you define climate and culture in your own words based 

on these examples? Draft your own culture and climate scenarios using your own 

experience. 

 

3. Why is changing a school climate easier than changing a school culture? What steps need 

to occur for a climate change to transform into a full culture change? 

 

4. How might a leader use workplace productivity to gain insights into a school’s culture 

and climate? 
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Chapter 3 

Elements of Climate 

_____________________ 

 

1. What are the elements of climate? Briefly describe each. 

 

2. Which of these elements of climate do you believe your school needs to focus on more, 

and which elements are strengths? 

 

3. Explain what the authors mean when they state, “Think of climate as one of many tools 

in the culture toolbox” (page 47). 

 

4. Why do some problems tend to persist? What is a problem at your school that needs to be 

addressed? Which of the elements of climate can you use to help solve the problem? 
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Chapter 4 

Classroom Cultures 

_____________________ 

 

1. What are small cultures? How are they different from subcultures? How do small 

cultures and subcultures connect with the larger school culture? 

 

2. What elements make up classroom culture? According to Edgar H. Schein (2009), what 

is the deepest level of any culture? Why is this the case? 

 

3. List the eight types of classroom cultures, and describe your ideal classroom culture. 

After completing the classroom culture assessment (figure 4.2, pages 68–69), reflect on 

your results. Of the eight types of classroom cultures, which type best describes your 

classroom? Do the results surprise you, and how does your actual classroom culture 

compare to your ideal classroom culture? 

 

4. What first steps can teachers take to change their classroom culture? What classroom 

changes are ineffective for transforming classroom culture? 
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Chapter 5 

The Culture Scorecard 

_____________________ 

 

1. What are the three levels of classroom culture? What is the purpose of a culture 

scorecard, and what does it measure? 

 

2. Consider the current or next school year. When would be a good time to introduce and 

complete the introductions scorecard (figure 5.1, page 79)? How might you and the other 

participants benefit from completing this activity? 

 

3. According to Tony Wagner (2000), what three traits do positive schools have? What are 

some additional traits you would add to this list? 

 

4. What is the goal of implementing a classroom scorecard? What are some classroom traits 

you might consider when building a classroom scorecard? 
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Chapter 6 

The Capacity to Change 

_____________________ 

 

1. What does it mean to have the capacity to change? Do you believe your school and staff 

are prepared for cultural change? Why or why not? 

 

2. What are the five assumptions guiding the theory of capacity to change? Of these 

assumptions, which do you believe will pose the biggest challenge? Why, and how might 

you address this challenge? 

 

3. List the steps in the process for change. What is one approach to building more capacity 

for organizational change? Who are the opinion leaders at your school? 

 

4. Why do cultures not have the capacity to change quickly? What are some examples of 

opportunities to hasten cultural change? 
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Chapter 7 

School Culture Assessment 

_____________________ 

 

1. Describe the qualitative research approach. What are some limitations to this approach? 

How does qualitative research differ from quantitative research? 

 

2. What locations and times provide the best observational information regarding school 

culture? Why is this the case? 

 

3. Imagine you are planning to interview various teachers at your school to gather 

qualitative research in relation to the school’s culture. What are some indirect questions 

you can ask to reveal interviewees’ true values and beliefs? 

 

4. The authors state, “One obvious challenge about trying to examine a school culture from 

a qualitative perspective is the neutrality of the observer” (page 105). What are some 

ways to decrease bias when collecting qualitative data? 
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Chapter 8 

The Necessity of Culture Change 

_____________________ 

 

1. Consider your school. Do teachers share resources and new ideas openly? Do you feel 

safe to be vulnerable and seek assistance from others? If not, what problems prevent a 

positive culture? What changes are necessary for school improvement? 

 

2. Given the data on the average principal length of tenure, what advice might you give a 

new leader who wishes to make school improvements and change the culture? 

 

3. Reflect on the changes you identified in question 1, and consider the authors’ statement, 

“Remember, it is possible to improve a school without changing the culture” (page 109). 

Are your identified changes climate or culture changes? How do you know? 

 

4. How can you become more aware of warning signs to possible climate and culture 

issues? 
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Chapter 9 

A Closer Look at Values 

_____________________ 

 

1. Define values. In what ways are our values and culture linked? 

 

2. What are the differences between a weak culture and a strong culture? What might it look 

and sound like to make culture changes in a weak culture? What about in a strong 

culture? 

 

3. After completing the activities in figures 9.1 (page 115) and 9.2 (page 117), do you notice 

any overlap in the most important things you’ve identified in your life and in your work? 

Do any of the items surprise you? Why? 

 

4. Reflect on your own experience with value change and culture change. Have you ever 

been asked to change your values to change the school culture? Was it a positive or 

negative experience, and did it result in effective culture change? Why or why not? 
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Chapter 10 

Not the Perfect Culture, the Right Culture 

_____________________ 

 

1. What do the authors mean by the phrase the right culture? What might the right culture 

look like at your school? 

 

2. Reflect on example one on page 122. Do you know which staff members pose challenges 

to establishing the right culture at your school? What steps can you take to mitigate 

negative interactions and to ensure positive school improvement? 

 

3. Consider example two on page 123. Have you found yourself in a similar situation as Dr. 

Williams? Have you ever not meshed well with a school’s strong culture? What did you 

learn about yourself and your values during this experience? 

 

4. In what ways is the school culture described in example three (page 124) the right culture 

for this specific situation? 


